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The Schaum Note Speller has the unqualified testimonial of thousands of teachers who pronounce

it 'The Best.' Musical facts, beginning with line and space numbers are taught. Students learn by

doing, since this book is in workbook form. This saves valuable lesson time, and immediately shows

any mistakes in the beginner's thinking.
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Great and easy learning tool for beginners. Ordered this for my 7 year old who is just starting out on

the piano. Easy for her to understand. The book has written activities to do which is great.

My daughter is about to start music in a week or two and this book was highly recommended by her

teacher. It was purchased and shipped very quickly. The package was very sucure in the  box and I

have no complaints.

This is a great book for beginning piano lessons this book is very helpful and the best book out

there. I've never had piano lessons and I'm doing well for beginning. I would recommend this book

to anyone starting off at the beginning.

For the beginner student who wants a grasp on theory and note/key recognition. These daily or



weekly exercises compliment any music program. Highly recommended for students in their second

year of piano. The lessons are simple yet important in teaching the student how to read music. I was

quite impressed with how this series really helped my son play piano.

very nice for kids learning their notes. I also bougt the hal leonard note speller books and this one

gives you more bang for your buck. This book is filled with exercises from top to bottom of the page

so it has more repetition. THe hal leonard is filled with more character drawings with little amount of

exercises. Kids might find the hal leonard more animated, but definitely this is better buy for actually

learning and writing your notes. My kids are 6 and 7 and are being taught the hal leonard music

book 2 right now, so I decided to buy the hal leonard notespeller book. I didn't think they were bad,

but my kids finished them within a couple of days and I wanted a more "complex" book. I play the

piano as well and I have to say that for learning this is MUCH BETTER buy!

I bought this to help me learn the notes for learning how to play piano. Mom recommended it. (she

taught piano lessons when I was a baby 30 years ago)She said it is a classic, and although it is kind

of boring, this is what's needed to learn the notes so that I can ultimately read music and play

Mozart. It seems to be working.I leave it in the bathroom with a pencil, and work on it for those few

minutes when there's nothing else to do with my mind. ;)

Great book to teach beginning students the fundamentals.

very good laid out book
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